 Corrections for  
*Murach’s ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010*

These are the corrections for the significant errors in each printing of this book. In addition to the corrections listed here, you may find some trivial typos and formatting errors. All types of corrections will be made in the next printing of the book.

**How to tell which printing your book is in**

Below the copyright notation on the back of the title page (page iv), you’ll find a series of numbers like this:

```
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
```

The number on the right of this sequence tells which printing your book is. In this example, it’s the first printing, which is currently the only printing for this book (April 2011).
Corrections to the first printing

Chapter 4, page 122
The next to last sentence of the last paragraph should indicate that currency formatting was applied to the InvoiceDate, DueDate, and PaymentDate columns, not numeric formatting.

Chapter 2, page 39
The Insert statement in the code on this page should refer to the Terms table, not the Vendors table.

Chapter 12, page 427
The Add button near the bottom of the ASPX code on this page should include an OnClick attribute with the value “btnAdd_Click”.

Chapter 17, page 618
The fifth paragraph, which describes the example that joins data without using the join clause, should be deleted. This paragraph was mistakenly left over from the Visual Basic edition of this book. You can’t join data without using the join clause in C#, though, so no example of this technique is presented.